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The worst game in the unreal series, but it's not horrible and worth a pick up if you see it on sale.. 
https://www.hardcoregames.biz/warriors-rise-to-glory/

not such a bad game, action is fairly moderate pace, seems to be good for casual gameplay which is desireable at least to me.
Jolly Roger flying above the black pirate sails. Good luck gentlemen are not afraid of the Royal military frigates, nor the Royal
judges, neither God nor the devil. Best visual novel about pirates!. Daft AI makes solo play frustrating.. Chill game for one
playthrough on easy, worth the 8 bux. :). Treat a stream of patients with increasingly strange afflictions! As a wunderdoktor on a
train, you treat those who come to you by cutting their, uh, head-mushrooms and removing their... chest crystals? You don’t
need to know how it works, just make sure to help everyone before the time runs out! The game is simple and fun, but also has
little side quests (of sorts). The art, music and sound all give the game a whimsical feel, and it’s nice to traverse different areas
as you journey across the land. If this fun oddity sounds appealing to you, I suggest you try out Wunderdoktor!. I remember
waking up one morning on my birthday many years ago. I turned on my computer (not knowing it was in sleep mode), and saw
the first level paused on my monitor. I have never beaten the game 100% before. I have bought this game for my xbox 360 and
wii after losing it on my PC and changing consoles at the time. I always used cheat codes and screwed around in the game when
I was younger. I bought this game today to change the past, and finish what I started.. UPDATE 2****

It has been 8 hours. I have been flamed multiple times by fans for daring to leave a negative review. Surely, their animosity is
most fierce and will convince me to change my opinion.

FEAR NOT! For I have held firm after another 2 hours of slogging through this title. "But the other reviewers like it SO
MUCH," I kept telling myself, "Surely, it will get better." Alas, it has not. Surely, this warrants further investigation.

The Art Direction is pretty stellar for a VN and there's only a dozen or so awkwardly proportioned splashes where character's
heads seem to jut forward off their necks. A lot of the poses you encounter through out the game you will see in the first
Chapter, although new costumes are added and swapped about--you see the full run of their emotions pretty quickly, so there's
nothing new to surprise you later.

The Music drives me batty. It was great for the first few minutes of listening, but the songs are set for almost an entire scene and
will loop for the entire 30-45 minutes it takes you to read through it. I muted it and played my own playlist.

The partial Voice Acting is SUPERB. Each of the VA's are top knotch and I'm honestly surprised by the sound quality.
Definitely the high light of this title.

The Writing...the real meat of VNs... Was mediocre. They openly recycle and explore a lot of tropes, yes, and the real
interesting part is when they explore the depths of those tropes. But they are still tropes. None of their characters bring anything
new their trope. You can even tell from what Anime or manga each of the characters are based off, so the game becomes a
living embodiment of the thing it ATTEMPTS to critique: fan service in an industry. Every Trope is forced into a trope-filled
scenario that usually accompanies that character's type, and they respond pretty much how you expect. There is no variation to
the plot that is enacted by you, the Reader/Player for over SIX HOURS, so this VN takes a swift turn out of interactive and
straight into a, "Our writers were too lazy to write engaging and dynamic plots so sit back and click away." I can read a full
length romance novel in that same time period and get five times as much smutty plot satisfaction.

While the girls are engaging and pretty funny to watch interact with eachother, their interactions wth you as the Producer are
boring. Scene after scene of repeating similar dialogue, or stressing the same plot point over and over again, does not make an
interesting read. I counted the girls of Starnova discussing who would be Center over a DOZEN TIMES in an hour of game
play. I don't know how the writers could have dragged that plot out any longer. Occasionally the Producer tries to act like he
legitimately has any of the girl's best interest in mind, but when it comes time to actually do something he's scripted as a passive
observer and gets all the credit for being so swell and doing nothing--but he'll pick up the pieces after! There was even one scene
where he repeatedly told a character he would not do X, Y, or Z to take advantage of them...and then he takes advantage when
she offers anyway. This happened multiple times and broke the "good guy" perspective for me.

This title legitimately has some great moments and I can understand the appeal. But for 8 hours of time I would have expected a
lot more plot development rather than the stretched out thing that it is. This game can't decide if it wants to be a dating sim, a
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slice of life visual novel, fan service, or a statement on the entertainment industry and it shows. The fact that their fanbase
misses the mark ENTIRELY on the messaging this game tries to portray is also LAUGHABLY obvious based on the amount
and content of the harassment I've been receiving over what originally was a light hearted negative review.

But now my wall of text is longer than the other reviews so I must've gotten it right somewhere!

***UPDATE***

SIX HOURS OF DIALOGUE UNTIL I COULD PICK MY WAIFU?!@

_____________

Three hours in. I have yet to make a single selectin or decision.

THREE HOURS OF STRAIGHT DIALOG DUMPING.

I want to like it so badly but THREE HOURS of set up and not a single option for me to make? Literally sat here with my
mouse clicking through dialog for three hours?!. have you ever raised a child?
they start out a little goofy, but full of love and laughter, as time goes on they develop into a teenager, still filled with those
emotions but hiding them and keeping themselves presentable, finaly they become an adult and show their true potential,
shaping that joy and happieness into a capable and confident adult.

gee, i swear this was gonna be a metafor for this game, but it ssounds corney- how bout this imma give it to ya straight- its fun,
its cheap, its a lil rough around the edges, its worth a shot

ps. ive never raised a child
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Free cards for a low price. I got the game pack.. It's like one of those games that came pre-installed on your computer back in
the 90s. But not one of the good ones.. World War 2 Hitman. I thought the game's menu was well designed but I couldn't
proceed that much further as I required two more people to initiate a game thus I was unable to receive the full Butsbal
experience. I received this as a birthday present and I am very disappointed.

It upsets me. As far as going between different menu goes, the controls were very clunky and I could not get my PS3 controller
to work properly.. I like this incarnation of Flashback. It's better than the original in many ways. Better graphics and audio.
Excellent cut scenes and voiceovers. Better menus and configuration options. It even includes a bunch of hints and tips that help
you learn the basic mechanics of the game. You can turn the hints off in settings if you want. You can even download a copy of
the original game.

As the description says, it was created by the same team who created the original game. Who better? It's not intended to be a
remake of the original but a reimagining. That means it's supposed to be different. Some elements of the original game are
missing while new elements exist which some fans may like and some may not.

I remember the original game. It was a great game overall but it wasn't perfect. The artwork and sound fx were great, the
character animation was very impressive for a 2D side scroller and the story was very compelling. Level design was sometimes
confusing. There are a few places where it's easy to get stuck if you can't see where to go or what to do. Simple tasks and puzzle
slaving is fun but combat was frustrating. The bad guys are fast and tough and they will kill you if your movement timing isn't
spot on. I must have died a thousand times before I finally finished that game. Uh!. The game looked really cool and I really
wanted to play it, but the game was completely unplayable from the first minute. Even on 700 dollar gaming pc(it can stream
games like Overwatch and League of Legends at maximum graphics and high fps), this game with Nancy Drew level graphics
ran at about 60 seconds per frame. Ultimately my computer crashed within just a couple of minutes and I had no choice but to
get a refund. I'm really bummed out by the entire experience as I was really looking forward to this game and had waited a long
time for it to go on sale.

But hey, if it's not going to work for you you'll probably know almost immediately and be able to request a refund within the 2
hour window. Bonus points in that my request was processed quickly. So maybe try it and hope for better luck then me, but I
cannot recommend this game.. This is a hectic and fun game when you play it alone. It's probably even more of that when you
play with more people!. Lets start with a summary of this DLC's contents:

\u2022 A brand new challenge mode where you fight old enemies in new scenarios, such as all the hard hitting bosses in
the game at once.

\u2022 Rewards for your efforts such as consumables, exclusive costumes and exclusive artifacts.

\u2022 A new, harder way to play the game: Diabolic!

\u2022 The ability to dress up in Kyle, Stan, Wendy and Kenny's street clothes.

Impressions of the DLC:

From my experience with Danger Deck, (100% on it) I can truly say this is well worth the \u00a35.29 asking price. It
adds so much replayability to the game and gives you some extremely hard scenarios which will require a lot of
thinking to accomplish. It never gets too ridiculous, but some moments can be super hard, such as Ultra Hard Hitters
where you have no time to think.

I also like how you get Kyle, Stan, Wendy and Kenny's street clothes to wear, along with some other free costumes for
just buying the DLC. Adds to the customizability of your character and can lead to some creative moments by the
player.

I haven't tried Diabolic difficulty, but I can assume it's really hard.

Verdict:
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Overall, this DLC is well worth the asking price and adds a fair amount of replayability to the game. This was far
different from what I expected and i'm happy it was!
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